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GEMOLOGY WORLD

A non-profit educational institution serving the Jewellery Industry and the general public since 1989.

The Gemological Institute of Canada (GIC) is a

www.cxemc.com

Expanding your personal enjoyment and career with gem and jewellery. Improve your knowledge of diamonds, color, and gemstones. Colour matched and certified gem materials, colour matched gemstones.

— Gemstones have intrigued mankind since early times in history. Today, rare earth elements have been

— Developing your career to help you manage your and improve your career. If you are already in the gemfield, this gemstone is a comprehensive source of information for professionals and gemologists.

— Gemology World is an information exchange source with over 100 pages of new information. Gemology World is the only website in the world that offers gemology classes and a gemology program.

— Gemology World is the only website in the world that offers gemology classes and a gemology program.

— Gemology World is the only website in the world that offers gemology classes and a gemology program.

— Gemology World is the only website in the world that offers gemology classes and a gemology program.
please read carefully the enrollment application form: Register for each course on-line separately.

all courses leading to the "Gemologist (G.C.)" certificate must be completed in 12 months.